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Overview of consolidated financial results

Ogura KazuhiroHello, everyone, thank you for coming today. I’m Ogura, the
president of HENNGE K.K.
Today, we’ll explain FY09/2019 full-year financial results first, growth strategy second,
the outlook of FY09/2020 third. We will also talk about our company overview as
much as time allowed.
So, let me talk about FY09/2019 full-year financial results. Net sales was 3,427 million
yen, gross profit was 2,822 million yen, operating income was 187 million yen, and
profit attributable to owners of the parent was 110 million yen.Net sales increased by
20.9 percent compared to the previous year. Of them, net sales of HENNGE One, our
group’s main business, increased by 27.4 percent and was 2,916 million yen.
Gross profit margin improved by 4.6pt and was 82.3 percent. Net income decreased
by 13 million yen and was 110 million yen.
In a comparison of FY09/2019 forecasts, while net sales increased by HENNGE One
business moved finely, net income decreased by rising of total selling general and
administrative expenses.
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Net Sales

Net sales increased by 20.9 percent compared to the previous year and was 3,427
million yen. Those of HENNGE One, the driver of the sales growth of our company,
increased by 27.4 percent.
The proportion of HENNGE One sales has been increasing year by year.
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Gross profit and gross profit margin rate

This is a slide of gross profit and gross profit margin rate. Due to improvement in the
HENNGE One foundation system, it improved by 4.6pt compared to the previous year
to 82.3 percent. We realized a high marginal profit ratio. Until now, for these three
years, the gross profit margin ratio improved by a few points every year.
It is thought that the reason is a cost-saving per customer by making a foundation
system more efficient.
Just because the cost rate is decreasing does not mean the quality of service gets
worse. We’ve kept service availability 99.9 percent or more.
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Profit attributable to owners of parent

This is a slide of profit attributable to owners of parent. Since we’ve invested
aggressively for our future growth, SG & A increased by 6.2pt compared to the
previous year to 76.9 percent, and profit attributable to owners of parent decreased
by 13 million yen.
As we run SaaS business, we’ve invested expenses aggressively to maximize future
sales and profit. Especially for this period, we invested more aggressively including
temporary expenses.
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Structure of Operating expenses (cost of sales + SG
& A)

Regarding its breakdown, please see page 8. We described the structure of operating
expenses (cost of sales and SG & A) with comparing to the previous year.
As you see, the cost of sales decreased. From gross profit margin improving to 17.7%,
we can proactively invest in customer acquisition costs.
While the proportion of personal expenses in SG & A decreased by 1.4pt, R & D
expenses, business consignment and staffing expenses, advertising expenses, and
other SG & A increased. In short, though we’ve kept a high margin profit rate,
investment expenses increased for future growth.
Of them, other SG & A increased compared to the previous year due to the expenses
related to office expansion and IPO, such as rent, supplies expenses, depreciation, and
so on.
Especially this year, we’ve also invested proactively in gaining awareness of our
brand at the same time of our corporate name change into HENNGE K.K. in February
2019.
Personal expenses and business consignment and staffing expenses account for a
large proportion of our total expenses. Especially as we struggled with recruiting in
FY09/2019, we made up for it with business consignment and staffing. This is the
reason why business consignment and staffing expenses was larger in the total
proportion. For this point, we will improve it in FY09/2020 by gaining more trust with
status of being listed and becoming a well-known company.
R&D expenses increased due to the development of new services.
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Cash flow statement

The next is a topic of cash flow statement. In FY09/2019, cash flow was deteriorated
than the previous year because of payment of office expansion related fees, such as
security deposit, purchase of fixtures and equipment, payment of IPO related fees,
and a shift in salary payment dates.
The recurring payment, for example, tax payment, rent fee, and some recurring
expenses due to being listed are also increased in FY09/2019.
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Breakdown of employees

This is the breakdown of employees’ statements at the end of the period. Now, we
have 154 employees, and here is its ratio. The key component is that 41 people in sales
division, 34 people in customer success division, whose role is a support in SaaS or a
customer’s onboarding, and 25 people in development division.
Of the components, those who create our corporate’s future sales are ‘HENNGE One
Sales’ members and customer’s onboarding members in a part of “HENNGE One
Customer Success”. These are our investments for our future growth.
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Business highlights

Let me move to the next topic, Business highlights in FY09/2019. We held advertising
and event activities and a corporate advertisement following our name change. To
increase brand awareness of our new corporate name ‘HENNGE’, ahead of being
listed, we’ve advertised in Tokyo, Osaka, and Nagoya since the beginning of 2019.
We held ‘HENNGE One Meetup!’. One of our corporate growth strategies is to hold
sales activities of HENNGE One aggressively with the expansion of SaaS in other areas
than Tokyo. We held ‘HENNGE One Meetup!’ in six Japanese cities and Taiwan in
order to increase our awareness to potential customers who consider the shift SaaS.
Also, we held events to strengthen our relationship with our partners. The aim was
expansion activities for potential customers in Tokyo and other areas, and we held
the events to deepen the relationship with our partners across 12 Japanese cities 33
times.
Moreover, we released new services, ‘Chromo Education’ and ‘HENNGE Workstyle’,
and started to sell with a new price table ‘HENNGE One Business’ in HENNGE One.
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New service (1)

I’ll explain the new services in detail. We announced ‘HENNGE Workstyle’ in
February 2019 in the process of activities to create a new business that we can sell to
existing customers of HENNGE One and others. This service is useful in the expanding
IoT in any offices, such as the suggestion of an optimized conference room using IoT
sensing and automation of the front desk.
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New service (2)

We released a new service, ‘Chromo Education’ in April 2019. This is used for
expanding the network among local government, school, citizens, and parents to
secure children’s safety.
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New price table

We revised the price table of HENNGE One from June 2019. The current ARPU is 1,938
yen per year. Since the improvement of ARPU was our corporate problems that must
be solved, we launched high ARPU service ‘HENNGE One Business’ for new customers
this time.
This HENNGE One Business is a packaged product including a digital certificate for
clients. We simplified the price table with three lines, which are ‘HENNGE One Secure
Access’, ‘HENNGE One Standard’, and ‘HENNGE One Business’. We plan to adopt this
new price table for new customers.
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KPI Highlights

The next is KPI Highlights in FY09/2019. What we focus on as KPI are recurring
revenue, revenue ratio, churn rate, the number of user companies, the number of
users, and ARR. Let me touch on each topic.
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Recurring revenue ratio

First, recurring revenue supports our corporate stable profit base. Basically, the
recurring revenue has the high potential to gain successive annual payment until
cancellation. Recurring revenue ratio grew 2.4pt compared to the previous year to
96.1%, and its level is very high.
A high recurring revenue ratio means the figure of continuation of sales in the next
fiscal year in case of no investments on expenses to acquire new customers. We’re
sure it’s a fountain of the future operating income of our company, so we try to keep
going to enhance it.
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HENNGE One: Churn rate

The next is the Churn rate. We are proud of the low churn rate of our service
historically. It improved by 0.03pt compared to the previous year to 0.12 percent from
0.15 percent at the end of September.
The formula of 1 divided by the churn rate means the average contract duration in
months. When you calculate 1 divided by 0.12 percent, it will be 69 years. So,
theoretically, when we acquire one customer, the customer uses our service for 69
years on average. Our lower churn rate shows that our customers are satisfied greatly
with our service, and they are most likely to use our service for a long time.
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HENNGE One: other KPIs

I’ll touch on the number of other KPIs. The number of contracted HENNGE One
increased by 21.4 percent, contracted users increased by 22 percent, and ARR
increased by 27 percent compared to the previous year. The higher increasing
percentage of ARR than contracted companies means ARR per company increased,
and that’s a good tendency.
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Solid customer base

HENNGE One is supported by a solid customer base used by 1,428 customers across
various industries. This service is useful in any industry without specification.
However, there is a characteristic of good compatibility with certain large-scale
companies. This is because key reasons for introduction of this service are security
and improvement of SaaS usage in most cases.
For example, companies who has 10 employees would think that they don’t have to
use it. However, companies who has 100 - 200 employees will think that they can’t
handle some business tasks without HENNGE One.
In any case, we’re sure that this is available in the whole industry in Japan.
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Maximize LTV

This is the future growth strategy of our company. Basically, we are going to
maximize our future contract value that is called LTV. This formula leads our
corporate’s future total value. Y means average contract duration in years to ARR,
Annual Recurring Revenue. And, the gross profit rate means r.
As I mentioned just before, in the case of our corporate, Y is theoretically 69 years,
and r is 82 percent. So, our LTV is the result of the calculation of 69 years times 82
percent at one contract theoretically. As a basic strategy, we think it as key to
expanding our future LTV without minding the level of operating income in this fiscal
year.
On the other hand, since our Y and r is high enough, we might not improve them
drastically. It is hard to achieve drastic changes to them in a few years, for instance, Y
goes 120 years, r goes 99 percent. It might not be impossible for a long time, but what
we have to focus on in near future is the way how we increase ARR.
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Maximize ARR

The breakdown of this ARR is the formula on page 22. It’s the multiplication of the
number of contracted companies, the average number of contracted users per
contracted company, and ARPU (Average Revenue Per User). I’m sure that the way
how we maximize ARR leads to maximize LTV.
There are three elements to maximize ARR: N (the number of contracted companies),
n (the average number of contracted users per contracted company), and ARPU.
Which elements we should focus on is important.
If we could take a measure to strengthen those three elements at once, sales would
increase like cubic function. If two elements, quadratic function. We could increase
sales exponentially. If possible, we will do not liner but exponentially, so we’d like to
increase those three elements at once in the future.
Although my long-term aim is a cubic-functional growth, my short-term aim is to
maximize the number of contracted companies (N) first.
And, my mid-term aim is the improvement of ARPU. In the current statement, ARPU is
1,938 yen, and I have to increase it more.
Taking it into consideration that workstyle with SaaS is now about to be more
common, and in fact, many SaaS companies went public in these years, we are facing
the new era of realizing workstyle transformation to improve productivity with using
multiple SaaS-es. So, as for N, there is still a lot of room we can reach.
Our aim is to increase our sales force and expand the coverage area. Since the cloud
service’s wave is spreading to other areas than Tokyo, we are considering some
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strategies for introduction of HENNGE One when the cloud service will be common in
the other areas such as Nagoya, Osaka, and Fukuoka.
As for ARPU, what we can do is just to increase the unit price. We’ll raise it by seeking,
developing and selling new functions and new services.

Overview of FY09/2020 full-year forecasts

I’ll explain the overview of the FY09/2020 full-year forecast based on the results of
FY09/2019.
As for net sales, it will increase by 19.9 percent compared to this fiscal year, and
operating income will increase by 38.3 percent compared to this fiscal year. Net sales
will be 4,110 million yen, operating income will be 259 million yen, and profit
attributable to owners of parent will be 145 million yen. Both income and profit is
expected to increase compared to this fiscal year.
Naturally, when we get an opportunity to maximize our future income, we will invest
aggressively in that period. In consideration of the desired effect of IPO that improves
our awareness, we will try to grasp such opportunities proactively.
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FY09/2020 forecasts of net sales by business

Net sales of HENNGE One business will increase by 23.9 percent in FY09/2020
forecasts. On the other hand, that of Professional service and others will decrease by
2.7 percent. We’ll strategically terminate some traditional products on a declining
trend and invest in HENNGE One that is a new business and the driver of our
company’s growth.
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FY09/2020 forecasts of operating expenses

As I explained just before, as for our policy of operating expenses, we’ll invest
aggressively to increase the future ARR and LTV. Because we run SaaS business, we
basically aim at the acquisitions of new customers with proactive investments.
Especially in FY09/2020, there is something irregular. As for the first quarter, there
are IPO-related expenses because we listed at the beginning of the period.
Also, we planned to invest aggressively on any expenses such as strengthening
recruiting, office expansion, and holding of our event ‘HENNGE NOW!’. As a total,
compared to this fiscal year, the proportion of expenses in the first quarter will be
larger a bit. We’ll invest proactively.
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Our growth strategy on and after FY09/2021

As for our growth strategy on and after 2021, HENNGE One holds a unique position
because its main function is to federate and manage IDs of SaaS-es. We’ll promote to
make it the SaaS platform with a role to connect various SaaS-es of various vendors.
With the SaaS adoption in our user companies, we will expand HENNGE One to keep
as the driver of our company’s growth. That is our growth strategy.
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FY09/2020 Activities for PR and Advertisement

Just last week, on 14th November 2019, we held the event ‘HENNGE NOW!’. This was
our new challenge of the promotion of HENNGE One as the SaaS platform. Inviting
many guests and other SaaS vendors, we talked about using BtoB SaaS-es with them.
By holding such events, we’ll expand potential customers of HENNGE One.
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Formula to our growth strategy

As for our growth strategy, I told ARR is the multiplication of N (the number of
contracted companies), n (the average number of users per contracted company), and
ARPU just before. First, please look at the table of an annual trend.
On this table, as for N that I explained just before, our sales force had the power of
acquiring almost 250 companies per year, and it was increasing every year.
As for my comment that we’d like to increase N, the strategy for increasing N is to
increase with the expansion to other areas than Tokyo.
As for n, it’s increasing a bit. Since we’ve been able to reach to large-scale companies
by collaboration with our partners until FY09/2018, n has increased at a certain level
and now going up a bit.
As for ARPU, we will increase it by the release of a new sales plan and strengthening
of new functions. In FY09/2019, it improved by 4.1 percent compared to the previous
period. However, if it could improve by not a little percentage but for example twice
with providing new functions to our customers, a more drastic increase would be
expected.
As for ARR, the multiplication of these elements, was more than 3.2 billion yen at the
end of FY09/2019, and its growth rate was 27 percent.
The growth rate of ARR was 56.5 percent in FY09/2015, but it has been slowing down
gradually. That’s because the denominator has been increasing with our low churn
rate.
The annual increase amount of ARR has also been increasing every fiscal year, but I’m
not satisfied with its growth speed. Unless we increase the annual increase amount of
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ARR, the ARR growth rate would be slowing down. So, the basis of our growth
strategy is to increase N and ARPU for the mid-term.

Corporate profile

As we still have time, I’ll touch on our corporate profile.
We are HENNGE K.K. and a little long-established company founded on 5th November
1996. Three persons on the slide are founders and started at their student days 23
years ago. After many twists and turns, around 2011, we changed our field of business
to SaaS, and now we are here.
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Locations

In Japan, we have four offices in Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka, and Fukuoka. Overseas, we
have HENNGE Taiwan. Each branch office is sales office, and the development center
is at Tokyo HQ. However, as more than 80 percent of our sales force are at Tokyo HQ,
we’d like you to recognize that we are now on the way to expand our business in
other areas than Tokyo aggressively.
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VISION

Our vision is ‘Liberation of Technology’.
We strongly believe that technology makes people happy. On the
business-to-consumer(BtoC) side, a lot of competitions between providers make
customers easy to receive new technologies. However, on the
business-to-business(BtoB) side, customers are hard to recieve them, for example, it
takes too much time or there is a gap. We think it as an important issue.
We will deliver new technologies that make customers happy in the BtoB market.
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History

After the establishment in 1996, our corporation has experienced a few pivots.
Around 1997, we provided server management software. After that, we ran E-mail
and server business, such as E-mail security and CRM, for about 15 years.
Resulting from the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011, many companies, including
us, were in for the trouble that employees could not go to the office for work. At that
time, we thought that ‘working at home with using the cloud’ would solve this
problem, and our corporate changed like that.
In the process of the change, since our business had been related to security for 15
years, we found that there were some security risks unacceptable for the companies
in the cloud adoption. We thought that the risks would be a barrier of SaaS adoption
in future. That was the start of our SaaS business, and the history led to the current
service HENNGE One.
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HENNGE One (1)

This is an explanation of HENNGE One. HENNGE One is IDaaS that provides
centralized authentication to various SaaS-es with Single-Sign-On technology.
Nowadays, a company has started using many SaaS-es in its business. For example,
the company uses Office 365, Sansan for business card management, Kaonavi for
human resource management, and Chatwork for business chatting, and so on. Like
that, companies gradually started to use various SaaS-es nowadays.
For example, if your company uses five SaaS-es, you have to set IDs and passwords for
each of the five services. When he left the company, you have to delete all his IDs and
passwords from each of the five services.
If you forget to delete them, the staff can access the information of your company
after the retirement with those IDs and passwords on the view that humans are
inherently evil.
More SaaS-es you use, more complicated problem in the management of IDs you face.
Also, to your staffs, if there are 10 services in your company, they had to remember 10
IDs and passwords, and your internal IT system section member ordered them to set
an indecipherable password or change their passwords once every three months.
Consequently, your staffs will become forced to change any one of their passwords
every day.
HENNGE One is a service to solve it with two functions; one is the ID Federation, and
another is Access Control.
In short, as for the function of the ID Federation, when you login HENNGE One, you
can do other SaaS-es without entering IDs and passwords.
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Even if there are 10 SaaS-es in your company, you can use these SaaS-es just by
making one ID and password of HENNGE One.
Moreover, at the retirement of your staff, just by deleting his ID and password of
HENNGE One, it becomes impossible to access the SaaS-es with his ID and password.
The solution to the issue that I mentioned just before is this ID Federation.
Although you would think that you could solve all the problems only with this ID
Federation, but in fact, the function of Access Control will also be required.
For example, not that it was desirable for the company to let everyone access from
everywhere with the same ID and password to all SaaS-es such as Kaonavi, Salesforce,
Sansan, Chatwork, and Office 365.
Some companies want to control/manage who, when, and where could access
according to the security level of information.
For example, as for business chatting, they want to promote flexible communication
with the easier login from the private mobile phone and laptop. On the other hand,
not that they want to allow any access to SaaS-es of human resource information
management from an abeyant and unknown device at Manga Cafe.
By using HENNGE One, you can set each access policy in every SaaS.
For example, you can set the policy that you allow access to some basic SaaS-es only
from the company’s device but allow access to business chatting SaaS-es from the
worker’s home. Or, as for Salesforce, since sales section members need to enter their
daily reports from the outside, you can allow access from the company’s devices. By
using the function of HENNGE One, you can set the access policy individually like this.
In a combination of ID Federation and Access Control, we support the companies to
move to the SaaS workstyle smoothly.
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HENNGE One (2)

HENNGE One has not only ID Federation and Access Control but also other various
functions that our corporation has provided in our 15-years history.
We hope to solve all the problems that the company faces at the move to SaaS
workstyle as possible; the email security service, the secure browser for smartphones,
the email archive, and the service of transfer of a large file, and so on.
And, we hope to help the company to manage to improve its productivity with SaaS.
From such perspective, we provide various functions with ID Federation mainly, and
that’s HENNGE One.
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HENNGE One (3)

Now, our customers are increasing to 1,428 companies and about 1.67 million users.
This service has connected with various cloud services such as not only American
SaaS-es including AWS, Office 365, G Suite but also Japanese SaaS-es. HENNGE One is
available for almost all the SaaS-es that Japanese companies want to use.
That’s my explanation. Thank you so much for listening.
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Q & A : Necessity of advanced investment against
service availability

Questioner 1Thank you for your presentation. I have three simple questions.
As for the first question, on page 6 of the slide, you mentioned that the reason for the
great improvement of gross profit and gross profit margin rate is the efficiency of the
foundation system. Let me confirm the meaning of the efficiency of the foundation
system. Which is true, improvement of profit rate is only by an increase in sales
volume because of a high fixed cost ratio or by some reduction of cost itself?
And, although 99.9 percent of service availability is very high, let me make sure that
nothing is required to do an advanced investment on it due to sales growth?
OguraRegarding the improvement of gross profit and gross profit margin rate, you
asked which is the reason, the increase in sales and decline of the proportion of fixed
cost or other improvements. And, you also asked the necessity of some advanced
investments for keeping 99.9 percent of service availability.
First, as for the former question, honest to say, I think that both are true. Although I
do not have data for disclosure of its breakdown, our development team indeed
improves to make more processes with the same computing power, and also we
indeed have a certain server resource needless expansion in case that the number of
customers increases. I think that there are multiple factors.
As for the advanced investment to maintain 99.9 percent of service availability, in
short, it depends on the structure of computing resources to keep the service
available when the customers access.
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For example, in a part of our services, we think we need to distribute the service into
both Singapore and Tokyo. However, in that sense, it’s the fact that we do only in
Tokyo if we don’t care to be 99.9 percent but 99.5 percent.
But, until now, we do not think that we have to do an advanced investment to
maintain the current service availability. And, by keeping the current scale and
measure of the foundation system, we could maintain the service level to our
customers basically. That’s all.

Q & A : Policy of recruiting
Questioner 1Thank you. As for the second question, you mentioned in the growth
strategy that you will increase HENNGE One business in this fiscal year and try to
expand in other areas. On the other hand, you mentioned the difficulty of recruiting
in FY09/2019. Let me confirm the strategy of recruiting including sales members in
this fiscal year.
AmanoI’m Amano, Executive Officer. Thank you for your question. In FY09/2020,
compared to FY09/2019, we planned to increase in total. As for sales members of
them, we will recruit more than this fiscal year; that’s about 10 people.
However, as Ogura said just before, if there is an opportunity to invest including the
recruitment, we will recruit aggressively without clinging to the current plan.
Questioner 1In light of the current situation, can you succeed in recruiting at a
certain cost?
AmanoRather than by the amount of expenses, we are expected to improve in
recruiting by strengthening awareness of our company; this is one of our aims to be
listed.

Q & A : Temporary irregular expenses
Questioner 1Thank you. As for the third question, you touched on the temporary
irregular expenses in this fiscal year. And I suppose there were also some irregular
expenses in FY09/2019. Could you tell us how much the total amount of the temporary
irregular expenses was decreased in FY09/2020 compared to FY09/2019 and how
much you will add the total amount of them onto the fiscal year plan?
AmanoThank you for asking. As for the temporary irregular expenses in FY09/2019,
in the explanation at the listing, we explained about 0.1 billion yen mainly for the
company name change, IPO, and office expansion.
And, in FY09/2020, although I said it was temporary, there will still be the aggressive
advertising, the proactive investment in recruiting, and office expansion over the
fiscal years. And a part of the office expansion fee is the temporary one, but there are
an increase based on the office rent fee. So, It is hard to say like this part will be
decreased or that part won’t be costed.
As for 0.1 billion yen of the temporary irregular expenses in FY09/2019, it won’t cost
in FY09/2020. But there will be an increase in office rent fee and the temporary
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irregular expenses for the new office partly in FY09/2020. Also, since we listed in
October, IPO-related expenses will generate partly.
Questioner 1Thank you.

Q & A : Breakdown of cost of sales
Questioner 2Thank you for your presentation. As for cost of sales, please show us the
breakdown as much as you can. This is my first question.
AmanoThank you for your question. I think that everyone is concerned about the
decline in cost of sales compared to FY09/2020. I’m sorry I cannot tell how much it is
in detail since we described it as one line in the earnings results briefing.
Please confirm the details of cost of sales in the annual securities report that will be
disclosed in the next month.
Basically, as for our cost of sales, development-related labor costs and other expenses
are appropriated.
Of them, development-related labor costs are complicated. In the processing of R&D
expenses in software accounting, we appropriated a part of it as R&D expenses of
SG&A through transfer to other accounts. Please understand that there’s a possibility
of fluctuating in the figures.
Questioner 2I got it. Thank you.

Q & A : Forecast of expansion of SaaS
Question 2This is the second question. I understood that SaaS as various services
expanded in these days. I would like to hear about your forecast of whether they will
be really standard.
OguraYou asked whether SaaS will become standard in our life. Although I cannot
eliminate the hope that will be beneficial to our business in future, but I’m sure that it
will be standard. Our company was unrelated to SaaS at all until 2011. However, we
decided to change completely from on-premises, and now here we are.
It is because the trend in America is like that, and especially in Japan, there is a great
issue of efficiency of productivity and labor shortage. To solve them, acceptance of
more diversified human resources is necessary.
For example, in consideration of selecting a high-flexible workstyle such as short-time
worker, telecommuting worker, non-full time worker without his desk, since the
current on-premises system is binding to the locations, it’s impossible to control the
access by other way excluding the measure of distinguishing between the office and
outside, and the same as for assembly-line production.
Of course, although there are some solutions to access the on-premises system by
using VPN and VDI, that kind of technology is, from the point of view of the
directionality of technology, essentially for forcing things inside the company to be
available outside.
We have two viewpoints regarding it. First, from the viewpoint of reform of workstyle
and improvement of productivity, companies will be starting using various SaaS-es
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definitely, because the on-premises system is weaker, has more limitations, and is
more difficult to keep the service availability I mentioned just before in comparison
with the the cloud services and SaaS-es developed on the premise that the employees
access to the same data from the different locations.
Second, from the viewpoint of maintaining corporate competitiveness, companies
would need to solve with the continuous and quick import of outside innovations.
With the current on-premises system, as the only way to import of outside
innovations is by the move to the new system, companies will be forced to change
step-wisely.
Since it’s hard to step the stairs, many people will claim that they will not like the
different way from the tradition. Or, the change will be delay due to the hard decision
since the transfer takes much money suddenly.
As for SaaS system, unlike on-premises that companies continue to use the
unchangeable system, since the vendors of SaaS-es continue to compete and
strengthen their functions by themselves, companies can be able to import the results
of the vendors’ external innovation gradually such as new functions or improvements
of operation every quarter.
With understanding it as the structure of stairs vs. escalator, in the sense that
companies import the external innovation with the escalator-style way, it’s beneficial
for the company to adopt SaaS-es and update the latest technology constantly in order
to keep their competitiveness.
I think that this era with some listed SaaS companies is just the beginning of the best
of the breed. Not only the huge system developed by a single vendor, but there are
various SaaS-es provided by various expert companies in various fields around that.
In such a way as to import those technologies from SaaS companies that continue to
win the competition, like best-of-breed around suites, we may be entering the era for
companies to achieve the various benefits from the aspect of cost, productivity, and
innovation.
So, my answer to your question as to the adoption of SaaS is positive.
In the slide that we used at the event of ‘HENNGE NOW!’, we showed how much
SaaS-es American companies use. I’m sorry I don’t remember the exact figures.
However, it’s common for American middle-scale companies to use more than 100
SaaS-es. So, in Japan, I think that it will be the same as it and will be standard to use
both suites and best-of-breed.
And when many SaaS-es are used like that, our HENNGE One will sell well. I hope to
be so. Sorry, it became a long story.
Questioner 2That’s a really interesting story. Thank you.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This document has been prepared by HENNGE K.K. (the “Company”) solely for information purpose. This document
does not constitute or form part of and should not be construed as, an offer to sell or issue or the solicitation of an
offer to buy or acquire securities of the Company in Japan, the United States or any other jurisdictions. It is prohibited
to offer or distribute securities issued by the Company without due registration, or exemption of registration, required
under applicable laws in Japan, the United States, or any other jurisdictions. The information contained herein is
based on current economic, regulatory, market trends and other conditions. The Company makes no representation
or guarantee with respect to the credibility, accuracy or completeness of the information herein. The information
contained herein may change without prior notice. You may not publish or use this document and the contents
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thereof for any other purpose without a prior written consent of the Company. Furthermore, the information on
future business results is forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements include but not limited to
expressions such as "believe", “expect", "plan", "strategic", "expect", "anticipate", "predict" and "possibility", as well as
other similar expressions to explain future business activities, achievements, events and future conditions.
Forward-looking statements are predictions about the future that reflect management's judgment based on currently
available information. As such, these forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that
could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed in or suggested by the forward-looking statements.
Therefore, you may not rely entirely on forward-looking statements. The Company does not assume any obligation to
change or correct any forward-looking statements in light of new information, future events or other findings.
This document and its contents are confidential and are being provided to you solely for your information and may
not be retransmitted. This presentation is being furnished to you solely for your information and may not be
reproduced or redistributed to any other person. In giving this presentation, the Company does not undertake any
obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this presentation or any
additional information or to correct any inaccuracies in any such information which may become apparent.
Information on companies other than the Company and information provided from third parties are based on public
information or sources. The Company has not independently verified the accuracy and appropriateness of such data
and indicators used herein, nor assume any responsibility for the accuracy and appropriateness of such data and
indicators presented in this document.
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